[Diagnostic hysteroscopy before the first in vitro fertilization. For whom?].
For some teams, hysteroscopy, should be performed before each IVF attempt to maximize the chances of implantation because of the high cost, the investment in time and the psychological impact of each IVF cycle, but answer to the question of the systematic practice of hysteroscopy prior to IVF is far from settled. Assess the benefits of conducting a routine hysteroscopy before the first IVF / ICSI and to identify subgroups in whom this examination provides a real benefit. This is a comparative retrospective study about 334 patients, included in an IVF program with micro-injection, in the center of ART of Aziza Othmana hospital of Tunis, for a period of one year. The results of ICSI in patients with a first attempt at IVF / ICSI were compared according to the realization (HSC +) or not (HSC-) of a diagnostic hysteroscopy prior to the first IVF attempt. results : The implantation rate in our series was 21.62%. We got a pregnancy in 128 cases, that is a pregnancy rate per transfer of 38.32%. The rate of live births was 29.34%, including 94.89% deliveries to terms with living fetus. We found no significant difference between groups "HSC +" and "HSC -" in terms of pregnancy rates of biological or clinical pregnancy rate or in terms of live births. But, in patients aged 40 and over, we found improved results of IVF in a meaningful way in the group "+ HSC". Our study finds no benefit in terms of outcomes of IVF/ ICSI to the completion of hysteroscopy in a systematic way, despite a high incidence of abnormalities detected by intra-cavity examination. The benefit of routine hysteroscopy is significant only in women 40 and older.